An increase in viral replicative capacity drives the evolution of protease inhibitor-resistant human immunodeficiency virus type 1 in the absence of drugs.
Little is known about the factors which drive the evolution of protease inhibitor-resistant human immunodeficiency virus type-1 in the absence of drugs. To examine if viral replicative capacity (RC) is an important determinant, we performed in vitro evolution experiments in the absence of drugs with a unique panel of 6 drug-resistant human immunodeficiency virus type-1 recombinant protease variants with a range of different RC. The experiments revealed that an increase in viral RC was indeed an important determinant of evolution. Initial protease inhibitor-resistant viruses with only a few protease mutations and a lowered RC evolved into viruses with an increased RC, either by reversion of primary resistance mutations or by the acquisition of compensatory mutations. For these viruses with a lowered RC, higher fitness peaks are most likely available in the sequence space. Evolution of these viruses in the absence of drugs will therefore drive them to new fitness peaks. In contrast, viruses with an RC comparable to wild type or even higher than wild type did not show any evolution. In the case of these viruses, it is not so likely that higher fitness peaks are present within the sequence space, and therefore, these variants will persist in the absence of drug pressure.